
 

CRAFTING A NEW MYTH 

In a world defined by rationale, numbers, and facts, we often recede to personal narratives that 
are limited to the sum of our accomplishments and, as such, risk remaining stagnant. However, 
when the variables around us change radically, and the familiar modus operandi gets disrupted 
at a pace we can barely comprehend – let alone control – we are urged to take a step back and 
re-examine the story that we tell about ourselves, shifting our mindset and, ultimately, paving 
the way to the creation of a new reality. 
 
Within this context, and given the recurrent challenges that keep testing the boundaries of our 
resilience, the CEO Clubs Greece Forum that took place on November 8, 2022, in the exceptional 
premises of the Lighthouse in the Stavros Niarchos Foundation Cultural Center, focused on the 
theme of “Crafting a New Myth”. Surrounded by Athens bathed in the full-moon light and the sea 
reflecting the twilight hues, 10 CEOs-narrators shared, in a seamlessly balanced flow, how they 
transformed an impasse into an opportunity by merely tweaking the essence of their story.  

 



 
Introduction to the Forum by Georgia Kartsanis, President, CEO Clubs  

 
The event was divided into two parts, each comprising five narrations and a panel discussion. 
In the first part, the speakers included Sotiris Chatzidakis, Executive Vice President, CEO Clubs 
Romania, Konstantinos Oikonomou, CEO Marine Tours, Marina Mavrommati, CEO Printec Group, 
Maria Bozoglou, Managing Director, Italy Lines, and Dimitris Michopoulos, ex CEO MullenLowe 
Athens, while the panel discussion was moderated by Georgia Kartsanis, President, CEO Clubs 
Greece.  
 
The second part included Alex Athanassoulas, CEO Stirixis Group, Thanos Kyriazis, Managing 
Director Miele Hellas, Kostas Gerardos, CEO Plaisio, Lili Zigoslu, Managing Director JTI Hellas, and 
Alexandros Paterakis, Deputy CEO PPC Group, and the panel discussion was moderated by 
Polydefkis Loukopoulos, Chairman and Managing Director, Signify Hellas SA. 
 
 
 

 

https://www.youtube.com/embed/hqPn6Eptojo?feature=oembed


According to Sotiris Chatzidakis, life is like a wedding party: not everything unfolds as planned, 
but if 70% works out well, you can consider your endeavors successful. Defining one’s happiness 
is the first step at the beginning of every journey in life. The second step is to place your trust in 
the process and, most importantly, in the people surrounding you. When in doubt or off the track, 
these people will act as a lighthouse, helping you adjust your narrative and find, once again, your 
way to happiness. 
 

 
 
Konstantinos Oikonomou focused on mindset and purpose as the fundamental means towards 
achieving one’s goals. His story was inspired by the economic collapse of the tourism industry 
caused by the pandemic-invoked lockdowns. Despite the adversity, he and his team managed to 
survive and ultimately thrive by remaining in action, shifting from a goal-based mindset to a 
purpose-based one, and turning their attention to the humanitarian crisis rather than the financial 
catastrophe. 

 

https://www.youtube.com/embed/n5jfDJAF5hs?feature=oembed
https://www.youtube.com/embed/Ourx2tjk0EQ?feature=oembed


Through a story triggered by a family challenge, Marina Mavrommati questioned whether, in our 
efforts to secure equality and inclusion in our life (and companies), we end up excluding those 
who are not ready yet to flex as much their levels of acceptance. When generalizing, inclusion 
seems like an easy and obvious choice. In practice, though, it is more complicated and requires 
delicate maneuvering. As a result, the way forward is still confusing and may continue as such 
until the dust settles and the new narrative becomes clear. 
 

 
 
 
Maria Bozoglou touched all hearts with a story that combined corporate and personal health 
challenges, which, against all odds, helped her transform both as an individual and a professional, 
as she learnt how to tame her fear, put faith in her dream, and pursue her vision with all the 
courage she could muster. 
 

 
 

https://www.youtube.com/embed/xhZcD_MmeVo?feature=oembed
https://www.youtube.com/embed/94vKvXRLqlM?feature=oembed


Dimitris Michopoulos attempted to define the line between genius and crazy as he described his 
battle with the unease of uncertainty when choosing to move from the familiar (to him) zone of 
the CEO position, in which he focused on helping other people achieve their dream, to the 
unfamiliar sphere of the entrepreneur, in which he can afford to give priority to his own purpose. 
 

 
 
The first part of the Forum was concluded with the following panel discussion. 
 

 
 
Alex Athanassoulas reminded the audience that heroes are not born in the comfort of their 
homes but at the crossroads between chaos and danger. Through four short stories, he 
highlighted that although we control very few parameters in life, we usually have the power to 
achieve much more than what we think we are capable of, simply by choosing to remain positive 
and creative, focused to the best of our abilities on the importance of our vision. Regardless of 
the result, we will be winners – heroes, even – so, in all humility, we can confidently say, “bring it 
on!” 

https://www.youtube.com/embed/f7XNeN-03nE?feature=oembed
https://www.youtube.com/embed/d3yOV9smR2I?feature=oembed


 
 
Paraphrasing the well-known axiom that “cash is king”, Thanos Kyriazis talked about how attitude 
is king and how life is actually coaching and shaping us. Amidst all hardships or successes, it is 
worth remaining humble and remembering that we are relatively small in the vastness of the 
universe. Choosing our response to any situation can be the ultimate differentiating factor, and 
having a purpose bigger than ourselves can be the lighthouse that guides our steps towards a 
meaningful narrative. 
 
 

 
 
 
Kostas Gerardos shared his learnings on managing a company during adversity by developing a 
solid infrastructure, reacting fast, taking investment risks, and focusing on the human factor. On 
a personal note, he re-examined his work-life balance, admitting that when consumed in one’s 
career, it is easy to lose track of the original vision and the ultimate pursuit of happiness. 

https://www.youtube.com/embed/Z-VK-hBYebI?feature=oembed
https://www.youtube.com/embed/qw0wVCF0Imo?feature=oembed


 
 
Lili Zigoslu described her challenge in embracing feelings at work and how her efforts paid off 
when she decided to connect on a human level before putting in place her leadership strategy. 
 

 
 
Finally, Alexandros Paterakis shared his journey on the wild side of life and his career in different 
geographic locations, always keeping at heart three concepts – take, give, and interact (T.G.I.) – 
and maintaining his eye on the broader vision. When the context becomes blurry, the imbalance 
should be remedied by taking a step back and gaining perspective. 
 
 

https://www.youtube.com/embed/7L2dmplH9gw?feature=oembed
https://www.youtube.com/embed/27HXGZTxL-0?feature=oembed


 
 

The second part of the Forum was concluded with the following panel discussion. 
 

 
 
All stories, regardless of their theme or inspiration, shared three common denominators: 
 
• Irrespective of the nature of the difficulties, may they be financial calamities, health 

challenges, family pains or personal struggles, revising one’s narrative – the unique story that 
is meant to define one’s actions and which, at some point, becomes obsolete – can be the 
decisive factor to move forward. 

• Such a change appears self-evident, even easy; however, it demands courage and faith. 
• In difficult times, when crafting a new myth becomes a priority, the people who surround us, 

both in our personal and professional lives, turn into our most valuable asset, while a purpose 
larger than one’s self supersedes the common goals with which we are used to measuring 
success. 

 

https://www.youtube.com/embed/bZaWh-fmNzQ?feature=oembed
https://www.youtube.com/embed/LT3oP4gjoWU?feature=oembed


Although this was the 28th Forum organized by CEO Club Greece, it was, by common consensus, 
one of the most meaningful events attended since the inception of the organization 13 years ago. 
The stories were intimate, authentic, and genuine, recounted “in the first person”, as the speakers 
did not hesitate to share their personal and professional vulnerabilities, fears, prejudices, and 
concerns with disarming honesty. CEOs usually adopt a strong, confident, all-knowing persona in 
front of the public. Our narrators, though, chose not to shy away from their fragility but, instead, 
build on it to achieve the growth and transformation aspired by leaders today. Their multiple 
heroes’ journeys, enveloped in sincerity and pathos, became a source of profound inspiration: a 
reference point for every next step of co-creation amidst the members of CEO Clubs Greece. 
 
 

 
Concluding words by Georgia Kartsanis, President, CEO Clubs  

 

https://www.youtube.com/embed/u9YP8zVy0Nw?feature=oembed

